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Welcome back to Footnotes.
I'm not really proud of it, but it's true. When I tell people I have broad reading
habits, I'm actually saying that I read a broad spectrum of men. All kinds of
men. Smart men, funny men, poetic men, and pious men. I read male scholars
and male novelists, men born outside America and men born into poverty. I
read liberal men and conservative men, black men, white men, and really white
men. Sure, every book wasn't written by a man. Some of them were written by
two men.
But women? Not so much. I've read some. And I've enjoyed many that I've read.
But right now my nightstand has about as much gender diversity as a pool hall
at the Vatican.
We need to address how strange this really is. There are plenty of voices out
there who make the appeal to read minority authors. That is an important
conversation for another day. But women aren't minority voices. Women
outnumber men in this country and around the globe. Further, they are twothirds of our college-educated population. If you enter a library, you can trust
that the first person you see working will be a woman (and the first one you see
sleeping will be a man). It also makes you wonder why so many libraries are
named after men. Forget the signage on the buildings, most of us were taught
the very act of reading by a woman. This isn't some abstract appeal to find odd
titles that nobody else has ever read or one of these things where critics beg that
everyone else share their taste. This is about reading something written by the
majority of the humans on the planet. You would't think it would be so hard.
I don't think men pass over women intentionally. I don't think most men get on
Amazon and type "Y Chromosome" in the search box. We don't ask reference
clerks specifically for books about ignoring doctors, refusing to ask for
directions, dad jokes, or wearing khakis two years past their life expectancy. But
it happens. We settle into habits where we read authors like us, or stories about
people like us.
This is not new. The Brontes wrote under names that sounded more male. To
Kill a Mockingbird's famed writer was Nelle before writing under her lessfeminine middle name, Harper. The classicist Lily Ross Taylor wrote under the
name "L.R. Taylor" to disguise her true identity from male scholars who might
not take a woman seriously (her students apparently felt a similar urge to hide
their gender).Yeah, yeah, but times have changed, right? Well....the most
famous author of the past 50 years goes by her initials (J.K.) and is recognized
in tandem with a boy's name (Harry). Change is hard.
But does it have to be this way? Can we diversify our reading interests? If we
aren't ready for gender-neutral bathrooms could we at least make the case for
gender-neutral bookshelves? Do the spines on our bookcases need to mirror the
membership roster at Augusta National?
Let's hope not. This issue will emphasize books written by women. Some are
geared toward female audiences, while most are not. Either way, I think all of us
will find an opportunity to expand our minds by enlarging our shelves. I'll
spend this issue talking to a few of my favorite librarians from different Harding
libraries.
Lisa Fuller joins the roundtable (audio!) to discuss her takes on gender
and literature.
Sheila Owen shares some of her favorite reads.
As always, thank you for subscribing to Footnotes.

Lisa Fuller joins the Roundtable to discuss gender issues in literature.

Picks by Sheila Owen
My colleague Sheila Owen is the Associate Librarian at Harding School of
Theology. She not only serves as Associate Librarian, but is also our resident
undergrad English major, so she keeps up on all of the good books. Below she
has recommended some books she thinks would help us all, especially male
ministers.

Gilead; Home; Lila / Marilynne Robinson --- ministry, family dynamics
The Three Pines series / Louise Penny --- the nature of good and evil
The Complete Poems / Emily Dickinson --- if you can deal with the
Psalms, you can deal with poetry
The Jesus Storybook Bible / Sally Lloyd-Jones --- telling the Gospel in a
way all ages can understand
Read not only for the intellectual and creative content of the books, but to
understand better what shaped and continues to shape the girls and women in
your life.

Speak / Laurie Halse Anderson
A Wrinkle in Time / Madeleine L'Engle
Little Women / Louisa May Alcott
Pride and Prejudice; Sense and Sensibility / Jane Austen
Ministers: if your wife and/or other women you know are reading a book, and
say that "everyone [i.e., female] is reading it", maybe you should read it to see
what interests and influences half your congregation.

A Few More Footnotes
1. Radically Conservative; Orthodox Liberalism.
2. The New York Times interviewed six young Evangelicals about their faith
and politics. "Each generation of young Christians has to face the reality
that biblical teaching conflicts decisively with contemporary secular
morality," says David French in his response to the Times piece.
3. Independent bookstores might have an enemy larger than Kindle: rising
rents. My solution: more bookstores adjacent to steady, recession-proof
businesses like fantastic pizza parlors and coffee shops. Good books +
great aromas.
4. Marriages after cohabitation more likely to fail.
5. Eugene Peterson, one of the most significant scholars of the last 50 years,
has died. There was that one time when Bono got to meet him.
6. Some Dead Sea Scrolls at Museum of the Bible are removed for
being fakes. For more questions on the museum, see Baden and Moss,
Bible Nation.
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